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It’s been one of those weeks when I’ve done quite a bit of walking back and forward to visit 
people and to  meetings, not least thrice to St Paul’s and St George’s in York Place for the 
annual meeting of the General Synod of our own Scottish Episcopal Church.    
 
Thinking and reflecting as I walk is one of the ways I find time to work through things.   In those 
times of walking over the past days it came to me that although we often, quite rightly, say 
Christ Church is a place where things happen seven days a week, it is really important to 
regularly pause and reflect on “those happenings” and ask – ‘where is God in all of this?’   
 
In my times of walking I recalled that since the beginning of this year four of our much loved 
older members have died – Sheila Rutherford, Hendy Procter, Robert Sinclair and just this past 
week Bill Queripel.    I recalled the new members of varying ages who have joined this Christ 
Church community during this time, the four babies (with more to come!) who have been 
baptised, and the four children who asked to be welcomed into the fellowship of Holy 
Communion.     
And then then just two weeks ago when, with the Bishop, we celebrated and gave thanks for all 
that we give as Christians in different ways to the wider community, be that at home, at work or 
as a volunteer, and for all that we give as volunteers within the life of Christ Church.    
 
These examples are just a snapshot of a range of things that in a few short months reflect some 
of the joys and sorrows, certainties and uncertainties of life that we experience as a 
congregation, and of course the same can be said for our own personal lives.   A reminder that 
no matter how much planning you do you never really know which direction things are going to 
take, do you? What will suddenly happen and become a priority and need time and attention 
right there and then.   And that’s okay….that is the reality of life, be that as a congregation, or as 
you, or as me.     
 
And that was no different an experience at our  General Synod this week - two and a half days 
of not knowing beforehand how the decisions we were being called to make on the business 
before us would turn out.   You are probably already aware that the major item for discussion 
and debate was Scottish Episcopal Church’s response to the Scots Law that now allows  
marriage between two persons of opposite or  same gender.     
During some pretty lengthy debates what struck more than at any other time during General 
Synod, for more years than I care to remember, was that people who disagreed on this issue 
were kind and generous to one another.   There was a real sense that in our differences we 
were united in Christ and rooted in the love of God.   In the end Synod voted decisively for a 
change in canon law which will in effect remove a doctrinal definition of marriage that was 
placed there in 1980.   The words added in 1980 stated that “The Doctrine of the Church is that 
Marriage is a physical, spiritual and mystical union of one man and one woman created by 
mutual consent of heart and mind and will thereto, and is a holy and lifelong estate constituted 
of God”.     
 
This is unusual because it means that a theological position is expressed in canons rather than 
in Liturgy, which is the norm in Anglicanism, and which over the centuries has allowed, and 
continues to allow, things to evolve as we place our hope and trust in the Spirit, the Spirit who 
continues to lead us into all truth.    
 
 



 
 
So with the removal of this wording from Canon 31 the Canon returns to its original form of 
remaining silent on the doctrine of marriage.   Synod then proceeded to instruct the  Church’s 
Faith and Order Board to begin the two year process which may lead towards canonical 
change, potentially allowing  the marriage of same gendered couples in Church by late 2017.    
General Synod also decided to add a conscience clause that ensures that no cleric would be 
obliged to solemnise a marriage against their conscience.  Part of this process, if the canon 
passes its first reading at General Synod in June next year, will then be to allow for a time of 
consultation with Dioceses and congregations before Synod makes its final decision in June 
2017.   I will write more about all of this in more detail in the next church magazine, due out at 
the beginning of July.   
 
What I have been trying to do over these past few minutes is to give some illustrations of the 
reality of  “how it is” for us in our multi-faceted lives as Christians, and to invite us to reflect on 
how we might not just cope with, but how we might truly live and find purpose within,   all the 
ups and down, the vast range of emotions, the doubts and fears and uncertainties that are part 
of life – just as they have been for the people of God down the millennia,  and will continue to be 
into the future.  
 
I don’t believe I have mentioned anything, and I could have mentioned a lot more, that is not 
part of what it means to live and grow within God’s kingdom.     Not even Jesus could fully 
describe the Kingdom of God, for it is something to be lived more than understood – as Paul 
says “we walk by faith, not by sight”.    
 
 
And so we learn about the kingdom in parables and mysteries—the mystery of the seed that 
somehow grows in the quiet and dark and from which the mighty mustard plant emerges.   And 
the mustard plant doesn’t usually grow into a tidy shape like the one on the front of the order of 
service!   It can have “odd branches” pointing in various unexpected directions, some of them 
even straggly but they come from the same seed, and have the same roots and so part of the 
same plant – part of the kingdom Jesus was trying to describe.    
 
Part of the kingdom in which we are not only called to live but to help grow – not always 
knowing which direction it will take  - but knowing, remembering, trusting that the seed is 
planted deep within us – the seed that will nourish us  and which sustains us as lives takes 
directions we might not have expected.  For it is the seed within of God that is within us and as 
the Psalmist reminded us “Those who are planted in the house of the Lord shall flourish in the 
courts of God”.   
 
And we all know that for plants to flourish care of the roots and nurturing, and even at times 
some painful pruning of the shoots, is required.   These “growing pains” are not a failure on our 
part’ or on God’s, but are part of the nature, and mystery, of what it means for us to live in and 
work for the kingdom of God. 
Amen. 
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